


our flooring, your inspiration

“I usually work at the intersection of architecture 

and interior design. That’s where choosing the 

right materials makes all the difference.”

Sylvia van der Net
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Flooring : Duoplank Authentic Collection, Original

Grade : Premier 1-bis

Finish : Oil

Dimension : 15mm x 180 mm (5/8” x 7”)



Hakwood innovative flooring

As the inventor of the Duoplank – today’s standard 

in wide width, long length engineered wood 

flooring – Hakwood remains at the forefront of 

innovative flooring solutions. Our state of the art 

lab continuously experiments with new and exciting 

techniques to create beautiful, unique flooring. The 

knowledge and experience of our production team 

guarantee that every product meets your demands. 

endless possibilities
With bold designs, endless variations in colour 

treatment, finish and surface texture, Hakwood 

flooring is the product of choice for top architects 

and designers in over forty countries worldwide. 

Choose our extra wide and long planks, herringbone 

or a combination to create your desired flooring 

pattern. Select from our collections or specify 

bespoke flooring to fit your design intent. With our 

flooring and your inspiration the possibilities are 

endless. 

Core values
Hakwood wants to be your trusted project partner 

for top quality wood flooring. In order to realize this 

ambition, we make sure everything we do supports 

and upholds our core values.

Hakwood is
•	innovative

•	reliable

•	leading	in	technical	quality

•	solution	minded

“Hakwood supplies premium bespoke and 

collection wood flooring to top architects 

and designers all over the world. Find out 

what happens when our flooring meets your 

inspiration.”

Mark Hak
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Flooring : Duoplank Herringbone Authentic Collection, Genuine

Grade : Rustic

Finish : Oil

Dimension : 15 mm x 180 mm x 1080 mm (5/8” x 7” x 42.52”)



Hakwood quality

Quality control is the key to Hakwood’s production 

process. We work with responsibly sourced, quality 

European oak and tropical wood only. This is 

engineered entirely in our Dutch factory with state 

of the art machinery and by well-trained craftsmen. 

We’ve honed our skills and fine-tuned the entire 

process to guarantee consistent high quality. Each 

plank passes no less than twelve QC-checks before 

it leaves the factory. This enables us to confidently 

guarantee Hakwood quality for each project. 

Hakwood’s duoplank
Hakwood is the inventor of the Duoplank, the current 

standard for wide width, long length, engineered wood 

flooring. Our expertly dried wood top layer is adhered 

to the highest grade Baltic birch multiply to produce 

a balanced and dimensionally stable product. This is 

why Hakwood flooring offers the look of a solid wood 

floor, combined with the installation flexibility of an 

engineered product.
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“In order to produce our innovative textures and 

finishes, we had to custom engineer and build a 

production line to meet our strict criteria. 

We make a top quality product and won’t 

settle for anything less.”

Robert Hak



±4 mm (5/32”) unfinished solid wood top layer

11 mm (15/32”) water resistant plywood

±6 mm (1/4”) unfinished solid wood top layer

14 mm / (1/2”) water resistant plywood

advantages of duoplank

•	dimensionally	stable

•	can	be	used	in	combination	with	underfloor	heating

•	can	be	used	in	combination	with	underfloor	cooling

•	available	in	multiple	grades

•	available	in	two	thicknesses

•	available	in	herringbone

•	available	in	long	length,	wide	width

•	various	installation	methods	possible

Plank lengths 1790 / 1970 / 2100 / 2220 / 2410 / 2470 mm (5’11”/6’6”/6’11”/7’3”/8’1”)

Herringbone lengths 1080 / 710 / 510 mm (42.53”/27.95”/20.08”)

pattern options
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Flooring : Duoplank European Oak

Grade : Premier 1-bis and Rift & Quartered Premier 1-bis

Finish : Lacquer

Dimension : 20 mm x 180 mm (3/4” x 7”)



autHentiC ColleCtion 
naturally appealing

The Authentic Collection is built on Europe’s past 

and present use of local oak. The smoking process 

recreates the aged and darkened wood of well-

used traditional farm buildings. Whitewashing with 

lime started as a way to brighten and give barns 

a ‘clean’ and even look. Today we use different 

combinations of these genuine processes to create 

the flooring in the Authentic Collection and return to 

the core of European wood flooring. 

quiCkspeCs
R	residential

R	commercial

R	hospitality

R	retail

R	engineered Duoplank

£	solid Soloplank

£	aged

£	sawn

£	hand hewn

R	flat

£	wire brushed

£	shrunk face

R	herringbone options

£	lacquer finish

R	hardwax oil finish

R	subfloor heating/cooling

R	FSC options

R	25 year guarantee

plank
R	Duoplank

R	15 x 142 mm (5/8 x 5.59”)

R	15 x 180 mm (5/8 x 7”)

R	15 x 240 mm (5/8 x 9 ½”)

R	20 x 142 mm (3/4 x 5.59”)

R	20 x 180 mm (3/4 x 7”)

R	20 x 240 mm (3/4 x 9 ½”)

Herringbone
R	Duoplank

R	15 x 85 x 510 mm (5/8 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

R	15 x 142 x 710 mm (5/8 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	15 x 180 x 1080 mm (5/8 x 7 x 42.52”)

R	20 x 85 x 510 mm (3/4 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

R	20 x 142 x 710 mm (3/4 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	20 x 180 x 1080 mm (3/4 x 7 x 4 2.52”)

vintage ageing
It’s possible to give the products in this collection 

an ‘ageing treatment’ to add the beautiful patina of 

timeworn flooring: distressed edges and surface 

irregularities for a lived-in, vintage feel. Available at 

your request as a surface treatment and an edge 

treatment to sides and ends.
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Flooring : Duoplank Herringbone Authentic Collection, True, Vintage Ageing

Grade : Classical

Finish : Oil

Dimensions : Bespoke 20 mm x 100 mm x 600 mm (3/4” x 4” x 24”)

Proper

Real

Sincere

True

Genuine

Honest

Noble

Original

Pure



Colour ColleCtion
tHe essential palette

The Colour Collection is a true Hakwood essential. 

The base is our high quality, European oak 

Duoplank. Texture is secondary, to ensure nothing 

distracts from the vibrant range of applied colour 

treatments. The Colour Collection continues to 

grow as we introduce new options in current 

and upcoming palettes. As Hakwood’s largest 

collection, it now showcases twenty-seven colours.

quiCkspeCs
R	residential

R	commercial

R	hospitality

R	retail

R	engineered Duoplank

£	solid Soloplank

£	aged

£	sawn

£	hand hewn

R	flat

£	wire brushed

£	shrunk face

R	herringbone options

£	lacquer finish

R	hardwax oil finish

R	subfloor heating/cooling

R	FSC options

R	25 year guarantee

vintage ageing
It’s possible to give the products in this collection 

an ‘ageing treatment’, to add the beautiful patina 

of timeworn flooring: distressed edges and surface 

irregularities for a lived-in, vintage feel. Available at 

your request as a surface treatment and an edge 

treatment to sides and ends.

plank
R	Duoplank

R	15 x 142 mm (5/8 x 5.59”)

R	15 x 180 mm (5/8 x 7”)

R	15 x 240 mm (5/8 x 9 ½”)

R	20 x 142 mm (3/4 x 5.59”)

R	20 x 180 mm (3/4 x 7”)

R	20 x 240 mm (3/4 x 9 ½”)

Herringbone
R	Duoplank

R	15 x 85 x 510 mm (5/8 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

R	15 x 142 x 710 mm (5/8 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	15 x 180 x 1080 mm (5/8 x 7 x 42.52”)

R	20 x 85 x 510 mm (3/4 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

R	20 x 142 x 710 mm (3/4 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	20 x 180 x 1080 mm (3/4 x 7 x 4 2.52”)

*wire brushed
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Flooring : Duoplank Colour Collection, Reflect/ Fossil/Mineral/Sublime/Shadow/Abstract

Grade : Premier 1-bis

Finish : Oil

Dimension : 20 mm x 180 mm (3/4” x 7”)

Haven

Ideal

Interlude

Intimate

Lithe

Locke

Shadow

Sonata

Storm

Absolute

Aura

Balance

Connect

Drift

Eloquent

Flourish

Glaze

Grotto

Thunder

Tranquility

Destin

Fossil

Harmony

Mineral

Reflect

Romance*

Sublime



sierra ColleCtion
a unique surfaCe texture

For the Sierra Collection we drew inspiration from 

the linear sawmill marks left on rough lumber, to 

create a NEW sawn surface texture. Our proprietary 

technique produces a non-repetitive pattern for a 

truly unique floor. Depending on the chosen colour, 

planks may be smoked, oiled or stained, adding 

beautiful textural and visual depth.

quiCkspeCs
R	residential

R	commercial

R	hospitality

R	retail

R	engineered Duoplank

£	solid Soloplank

£	aged

R	sawn

£	hand hewn

£	flat

£	wire brushed

£	shrunk face

R	herringbone options

£	lacquer finish

R	hardwax oil finish

R	subfloor heating/cooling

R	FSC options

R	25 year guarantee 

Chiaro

Grimm

Rubens

Savoy

Auber

Bizet

Bruneau

Reim

Vivaldi

plank
R	Duoplank

R	15 x 142 mm (5/8 x 5.59”)

R	15 x 180 mm (5/8 x 7”)

R	15 x 240 mm (5/8 x 9 ½”)

R	20 x 142 mm (3/4 x 5.59”)

R	20 x 180 mm (3/4 x 7”)

R	20 x 240 mm (3/4 x 9 ½”)

Herringbone
R	Duoplank

£	15 x 85 x 510 mm (5/8 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

£	15 x 142 x 710 mm (5/8 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	15 x 180 x 1080 mm (5/8 x 7 x 42.52”)

£	20 x 85 x 510 mm (3/4 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

£	20 x 142 x 710 mm (3/4 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	20 x 180 x 1080 mm (3/4 x 7 x 4 2.52”)
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Flooring : Duoplank Sierra Collection, Savoy

Grade : Classical

Finish : Oil

Dimension : 15 mm x 180 mm (5/8” x 7”)



dutCH sCrape ColleCtion
intriguing blend of old and new

Hakwood is a proud manufacturer of a quality 

Dutch product. To pay homage to our roots, we 

introduced the Dutch Scrape Collection. The 

flooring in this collection is earthy like the country 

surrounding our production facilities. And like 

the town it’s named after, each product offers an 

intriguing blend of old and new: smooth surfaces 

combine with rougher patches, creating true 

character.

quiCkspeCs
R	residential

R	commercial

R	hospitality

R	retail

R	engineered Duoplank

£	solid Soloplank

£	aged

£	sawn

£	hand hewn

R	flat

£	wire brushed

£	shrunk face

R	herringbone options

£	lacquer finish

R	hardwax oil finish

R	subfloor heating/cooling

R	FSC options

R	25 year guarantee

Asten

Bergen

Best

Breda

Delft

Laren

Lisse

Venlo

Winsum

plank
R	Duoplank

R	15 x 142 mm (5/8 x 5.59”)

R	15 x 180 mm (5/8 x 7”)

R	15 x 240 mm (5/8 x 9 ½”)

R	20 x 142 mm (3/4 x 5.59”)

R	20 x 180 mm (3/4 x 7”)

R	20 x 240 mm (3/4 x 9 ½”)

Herringbone
R	Duoplank

£	15 x 85 x 510 mm (5/8 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

R	15 x 142 x 710 mm (5/8 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	15 x 180 x 1080 mm (5/8 x 7 x 42.52”)

£	20 x 85 x 510 mm (3/4 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

R	20 x 142 x 710 mm (3/4 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	20 x 180 x 1080 mm (3/4 x 7 x 4 2.52”)
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Flooring : Duoplank Dutch Scrape Collection, Best

Grade : Classical

Finish : Oil

Dimensions : 15 mm x 180 mm (5/8” x 7”)



old world ColleCtion
traditionally Hand Crafted

The Old World Collection is manually crafted for 

an authentic, uneven effect, based on the look 

and feel of timeworn structural beams. This makes 

for a truly antique appearance combined with the 

modern installation options available to Hakwood 

Duoplank.

quiCkspeCs
R	residential

R	commercial

R	hospitality

R	retail

R	engineered Duoplank

£	solid Soloplank

£	aged

£	sawn

R	hand hewn

£	flat

£	wire brushed

£	shrunk face

R	herringbone options

£	lacquer finish

R	hardwax oil finish

R	subfloor heating/cooling

R	FSC options

R	25 year guarantee

plank
R	Duoplank

£	15 x 142 mm (5/8 x 5.59”)

£	15 x 180 mm (5/8 x 7”)

£	15 x 240 mm (5/8 x 9 ½”)

R	20 x 142 mm (3/4 x 5.59”)

R	20 x 180 mm (3/4 x 7”)

R	20 x 240 mm (3/4 x 9 ½”)

Herringbone
R	Duoplank

£	15 x 85 x 510 mm (5/8 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

£	15 x 142 x 710 mm (5/8 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

£	15 x 180 x 1080 mm (5/8 x 7 x 42.52”)

£	20 x 85 x 510 mm (3/4 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

£	20 x 142 x 710 mm (3/4 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

R	20 x 180 x 1080 mm (3/4 x 7 x 4 2.52”)
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Flooring : Duoplank Old World Collection, Larroque

Grade : Mixed

Finish : Oil

Dimension : 20 mm x 180 mm (3/4” x 7”)

Anjony

Sagonne

Goulaine

Castelnaud

Larroque

Bonneval

Montguyon

Méridon

Vouvant



reale ColleCtion
a solid original 

We consider THE Reale Collection THE flooring for 

out-and-out wood lovers. It is Hakwood’s only solid 

collection, and a very special one. The European 

oak planks are expertly dried to create a desired 

tension in the wood. This provides for an authentic, 

natural undulation in the floor. As a result of this 

‘shrunk-face’, the floor will immediately look as if it 

has been lying there from the very beginning.

quiCkspeCs
R	residential

R	commercial

R	hospitality

R	retail

£	engineered Duoplank

R	solid Soloplank

£	aged

£	sawn

£	hand hewn

£	flat

£	wire brushed

R	shrunk face

£	herringbone options

£	lacquer finish

R	hardwax oil finish

R	subfloor heating/cooling

R	FSC options

R	25 year guarantee

plank
£	Duoplank

£	15 x 142 mm (5/8 x 5.59”)

£	15 x 180 mm (5/8 x 7”)

£	15 x 240 mm (5/8 x 9 ½”)

£	20 x 142 mm (3/4 x 5.59”)

R	20 x 180 mm (3/4 x 7”)

£	20 x 240 mm (3/4 x 9 ½”)

Herringbone
£	Duoplank

£	15 x 85 x 510 mm (5/8 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

£	15 x 142 x 710 mm (5/8 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

£	15 x 180 x 1080 mm (5/8 x 7 x 42.52”)

£	20 x 85 x 510 mm (3/4 x 3.35 x 20.08”)

£	20 x 142 x 710 mm (3/4 x 5.59 x 27.95”)

£	20 x 180 x 1080 mm (3/4 x 7 x 4 2.52”)
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Flooring : Soloplank Reale Collection, Barone

Grade : Rustic

Finish : Oil

Dimension : 20 mm x 180 mm (3/4” x 7”)

Duca

Monarca

Barone



flooring options

more Hakwood flooring options
At Hakwood we’re passionate about your flooring 

and creating the ultimate product for your project. 

We have the technical skills, the experience and the 

creative spirit to design and make THE flooring to 

fit your vision. Our vast collection is only the starting 

point of the story we can create together.

Hakwood also offers you:

bespoke and ColleCtion flooring
As all our flooring is manufactured in-house, we 

can supply custom flooring, for special projects, as 

quickly as our collection flooring.

different wood speCies
Hakwood offers a complete range of wood species:

•	European	oak

•	iroko

•	wengé

•	merbau

•	teak	

•	sucupira

•	American	black	walnut

•	jatoba

•	zebrano

Contact us to discuss your options!
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European oak

Iroko

Wengé

Merbau

Teak

Sucupira

American black 
walnut

Jatoba

Zebrano



Leemansstraat 2

4251 LD Werkendam

The Netherlands

T +31(0)183 50 42 66

F +31(0)183 50 46 52

E sales@hakwood.com

www.hakwood.com

ThE possibiLiTiEs arE ENDLEss


